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Features & Benefits
Brief Introduction 

Palisade fencing systems are designed to provide a formidable long-lasting barrier against would-be 

intruders. One of the main pros of palisade fencing is its intimidating appearance.

At SKYHALL® Fence, palisade fences with W or D section pales are classical. You may find an ideal 

design for the pale top from a variety of choices. For example round, single, or triple pointed, etc.

Complying with BS 1722-12:2006 fence standards, our palisade fences are very popular with custom-

ers from the UK, US, Australia, New Zealand, Ireland, Uganda, and the Middle East.

  SKYHALL  Fence
We Make Fence Ideal~

PALISADE FENCE
 Formidable Long-Lasting Barrier 

Against Would-Be Intruders



http//:www.skyhallfence.com

We make fence idea!

Currently, palisade fences with popular W and D pales are normal 

products at SKYHALL® Fence, and each type of pale can be matched 

with round, single or triple-pointed heads as per the requests of different 

projects.

This type of palisade fence could be widely applied in many places for 

either residential or commercial use, and the value-added point is it can 

be used for a variety of terrains.

Palisade fences are distinguished by their intimidating appearance, 

which can effectively prevent any scaling or intruding, thus making your 

property totally secure.

All colors are available here for the palisade fence, however, we recom-

mend the following three colors since they are quite popular among our 

customers.

SKYHALL® Fence was established to provide a one-stop solution for metal fencing products,  such as security fences,  temporary fences,  decorative  

fences, and pedestrian fences to accomplish our customers’ fencing projects at the lowest costs and the highest reliability. If you want to know more 

about us, please visit our website www.skyhallfence.com    
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Get to us via multiple ways

VARIETY VERSATILE

ANTI-THEFT AVAILABLE COLORS

HEIGHT WIDTH POST RAIL SIZE PALE TYPE PALE TOP TYPE

ROUND TOP

SINGLE POINTED

TRIPLE POINTED

ROUND TOP

SINGLE POINTED

TRIPLE POINTED

D PALE

W PALE

ANGLE STEE
40*40
50*50
60*60

SURFACE TREATMENT

2750
IPE POST
100*55
100*68

CUSTOMIZED
HEIGHT

AVALIABLE

PRE HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED + POLYESTER POWDER COATED ( RAL COLOR )
HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED

HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED + POLYESTER POWDER COATED ( RAL COLOR )

PALISADE FENCE

SKYHALL  Fence

CUSTOMIZED specifications acceptable.
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